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POSITIVE EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS OF SUCCESS IN THE EDUCATION OF NATIONAL
SELF.IDENTITY

R. Soichuk

Modern social and political realities exacerbated the problem of education of spiritual
moral personality, striving for national self-assertion as a guarantee of sustainable
of Ukrainian society. Before psycho-pedagogical science was faced with the task of sci
analyzing emotions, experiences, motives of behavior with the goal of creating apprc
conditions for the full formation of the personality, which determines the meaning of our
guided by the socid-meaningful social, moral and spiritual values and focuses its activities h
interests of the UKraFnian state and nation.

Various aspects of emotional experiences of the individual in the process of natb
affirmation in different width were developed by famous scientists, in particular, can be traced
the psychological and pedagogical researches of Ukrainian scientists. Bech, M.
P. lgnatenko, S. Zanuka, Y. Platonov, and others. Analysis of the problem shows that the issr.e
definition of scientists and create the necessary conditions for the person experiences
emotions, in particular joy of success due to reaching the good results that provides pe
self-confidence for the sake of obeying their life to the interests of the state and nation.

Modern man in a changing present wants to find himself in a complex coordinate sysG
However, as noted by the famous scientist l. Bekh: "... modern" can be only that person rrtn
supremely conscious. After all, to exist entirely in the present means to fully realize its
which requires maximum intensity and extensiveness of consciousness" [3, 206].
"people, which has grown into a historical stage of human consciousness, can understand
present with the position of the future. lf you want to achieve in life as much as the others
present is the transition. Only a person who is aware of the present, can be considered
[3,2071.

The purpose of the article is to conduct a brief analysis of the emotional e
the individual in the process of national afflrmation and clarification of their impact ur
formation and development of spiritual and moral personality, capable to work in interests d
state and nation.

For personality is characterized by a natural desire to be happy, to achieve success
relates to the activi$ as a determinant of all activities and livelihoods. Activity and in the pru
success will be in the incentive system as a driving force, namely feelings to influence
formation and development of humanistically oriented personality or individualistic.

Personality determines the meaning of our lives, guided by the social-meaningful
moral and spiritual values as true representante perfection. Deeply feeling her respu
towards society, government, themselves, the younger generation plays a very significant
shaping the nation through its full thirst of self-affirmation through unity in commun'ity.
tend to worthy causes, lives at the limit of their real psychological capabilities, which sees
meaning of its existence" [3, 170]. For such a personality "characterized by a sense of confid
about achieving their goals" and it "... deeply understands that life imposes on it responsibity
obligations which she must not back down" [3, 170]. Thus, personality is a particular subsy
of the legacy entities and those that arose as a result of socialization by increased interactin
identification with certain groups. The personality becomes full and harmonious wl
awareness of their own identity as polisemy of consciousness (individual and co*
ontogenetic and socaholics). Therefore, the problem of national self-identity should be consi
as an integrative quality of personality that is manifested in the formation of a positive n
identity, the choice of his active social and civic position in society, which is characterized
responsibility to its nation, willingness to defend and protect its national interests. NatiorC
assertion involves the mobilization of all of their intellectual and spiritual potential of the i
to achieve success in the interests of the Ukrainian people and the value of the Ukrainian
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According to l. Bech, the need to prove oneself is tle basis for the formation mechanisms

of moral-spiritual development of a personality' The process of self identity in the presence of a

deep morat knowledge, a developeg intel!;i. rgt"r !:lt'l:-n,t and volitional qualities' onlv the

emotional ability to relate correctly to reality, to Express opiniont and views' which she holds in

life, providing an opportunity of sett-peisonarity' He notes inut tn" determining factors of the

personal self is ,'p".i -*pr"rJnt - tuturb" of humin existence, *t'''"tu the individual is the author of

freeaction,whichdoesnotdepend,'directlyfrom.thecurrentneedsanddirect|yperceived
situation, the actiori-"ir"o at ine f"t;t"' t1', gOt' A'""o'd1nj to the scientist',"the strategy of

constructing the identity associated *itn'ihJrppiiu"r activity'of man, his freedom. Freedom is

serf_determination of the spirit of .n"n,' r,i, ft;;" of..reference. rn psychorogical perspective'

freedom is the intention of the person td *"r." an inteiligent oecision io mare a proper choice, it

is an opportunity to''[" ,no become. sne is a drivinglorce of activity of the subject. can be

interpreted the freedom of will that comes from the self' as a manitestition of indeterminism" [1'

30-311'From 
a pre-defined note that the freedom in self-esteem is a purposeful activity, where

determination of the action takes place oirectly at the p""on when she is able to make

adjustments to their activities and circumitances,'taking into account the objective when there is

the right and the oppirtrritvlo fr'.'oor" tn"iio*n iasks'Iools' conditions and creatively integrating

them in a creative .e"lii"tion. r. Bech ,lyr, ;i6-*eiire,for freedom must be one of the most

important among tne-sociar aspirationsii t"n' lt is about the active nature of man' of his

available acts and actions, i.e. such that do noi OepenO on external causes'' Gommitted person

every time things ,""r to'""pand the Uo,rnOaries oi its treeOot" [1, 200]' fhus' the internal and

externar determinants rerated to chara#;,.ilr of tn" sociar environment, in personality, affect

the process of sett-atrirmation. 
,,optimistic opinron of the.younger identity rg-gardino their own life

is an import"nt 
"onJition 

for the ieefing'oi'sur."r, and'publt demand" [3' 182]' This' in turn'

promotes the deveropment of individuar resirience in ouercoming difficurtiei ouitor character and

gives the inspiration ior further steps to self-improvemel!.3nd self-development'

The perfecil; ;i ,n inoiuiou"r'o."uri in a deliberate struggle with your ego-desires'

efforts wi, aim to reach the Acme extent oir,ir ,.norur and spirituar seli-development' Experiencing

transformation, samovyravnivayuscrrie vJuisert, personarity ii titteo with noble dignity' Personality

tests yourself, using mental, volitional, emotional, 
'"n'ory'-"Jivity-naseO 

education in external

activities,andissimu|taneouslyinternalandSamoobrona._samoobroonainnerpersona|ityis
quite complex and o*p pio""ss of trei inner world, which is a behavior-thoughts and actions-

feelings that are directed against otner p"opr" 
"no 

ti''"it value correspond to the actions are the

externar actions. The thoughts and in"rilati;niinit "ris" 
rnine inner'worrd of the personality, in

the first prace it must be perceived to o" "-Gt 
subject. Existing nobre varues (ustice, honesty'

generosity, ano tne rirel oi 
"n 

inn",. ,pint'uJ 
"*p"ii"ri"" 

of the inJividuar act as spirituar structures

that carry out the tun.t,bn test of entiiies;; tclnsistent votume' So' diagnosing the view or train'

a noble value in pcstructure personality affects their appearance: stimuiating or inhibiting' Thus'

the nobre worth of the individuar a"ts rfgifai-emotionatiy-semantic extension of the functions of

iJentifying internally deployed actions [1]'
A person witn a strong motive.o'i lchieving ?iT-i?.life 

to experience the joy of success

due to the achievement of high resurts. such a person in its activities persistent in achieving

goals, striving """n 
iit" to coirplete th; ;;k, he enjoys the work and overepmes the difficulties

on the way to pursue new goars. r_ne iJre state is nigh positive reiutt supports the formation of

identity is a ,,sensJ oi etfectiveness", wf,icf, Ln"ourrgjt fier to use the maximum of their potential

and provides furthei confidence in the *oir otis, to?-toel. Fersonality, experiencing satisfaction

from the offense, fiiled with desire t;'ilild;ate action that cails ihe appropriate emotion-a

review. ln the ruture, powerrul 
"n"rsv 

fi:i'i':iil;;fr 1l-"li^?T:"-*.ffSigylll""'":Trt*
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;?]13i;,ii::?J::t:t?J[?'iiitri'J'Y,iu''no emotonar impact that is experienced bv the person

is an emotion challenge [2' 10]'

LJJ
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It is worth noting that personality does not always reach the intended target, and that is a
positive result. In this case, the person is going through life miserably, her fill;d with negative
emotions. Each person is capable of such negative emotions as fear and stress, based on the
traumatic emotional education. Such negative emotions tend to increase the intensity under the
influence of the unknown. To overcome anxiety, fear, personality as the subject of the emotional
experiences she has to endure intimate and confidential process and overcome it. Integrated
reflective work personality creates an internal readiness to overcome anxiety and restore 1""."of mind and confidence. l. Bech, describing the many facets of reflection about spiritual self-
development, differentiates between types of personality in the context of reflective perfection:
reflexive undeveloped (there are no internal resources to fight, to assert themselves, to dream
come true), reflexive napavine (able to defend Me, partly reflects itself) and developed reflective
(conscious, purposeful increases his spiritual l, reinvents samotnoscithe traversed path of life) [4,30:371. So the person in your life should use "psihologicheskimi way of relating to ... of'the
failures of life neeQ"s to appeal to the Supreme destinaiion of a person in the world that only
through its activity possible socio-economic and spiritual-cultural life, and she is responsible,
despite personal complications" [3, 167].

The inner world of the personality is complex, with a wide range of emotions, namely
integrates the joy, which contains a great educational potency, which 

-are 
currenly not being

actively used in the traditional educational process. Of course, the teacher can not teich a pet to
enjoy, however it can present a model of lifestyle and share the joy. Joy arises and accompanies
the achievement or success of the individual, but sometimes a situation arises postproject and
the absence of positive emotions. Joy has the ability to disappear and deliberate in its
achievement as such. In perfect condition after the joy is evident in many social and creative
activities that do not provide benefit. lt is nekolku on the semantic orientation of action and
determine the morality of the individual. Moral good, fit is unflattering and public resumee with a
real positive way "l" of personality [1].

Experiencing the joy of the personality are activated by its essential power, bringing to life
the unused mental reserves. The emotion of joy provides the perfect development of moral ',self-
image" as she makes a moral norm self-worth, her inner need. Feelings of joyforthe outcome of
moral actions builds a holistic positive image of the "1". Integrate, a feeling-oi;oy for themselves
and the interest causes the development of self-esteem and awareness oflef-worth. Joy causes
a high level of energy recovery that in turn prevents depression and gives self-confidence
benevolence. And although it is not like happiness, but the two concepts are intertwined, because
a happy person more happy. Usually the feeling of happiness covers a person because achieving
certain goals or success in an outstanding activity. At the same time, and perhaps equalli
important experience of individual state of inner happiness from the perfect spiritual and moral aq
of all acts" [1, 12]:"Such a person is able to fully enjoy life in all its manifestations. Being
constantly in a state of elevated peace of mind, identity produces strong optimistic position thi
serves as an active stabilizer from all sorts of adversity and becomes a great motivator to furthe-
personal productive. approval. Joy makes changes to the sensory system, increasing the
thresholds of negative emotions that provides a person confidence, generosity and altiuist:
behavior increases. ldentity, experiencing the joy of the acquired perso-nal property, which was
introduced in the relevTnt deed, comprehended, understood, and is summarized as exercises -
moral action, and transformed a sense of dignity.

M' Bubna notes that compliance with personal norms is associated with high self-estee-
self-respect, confidence in the correctness of their ideas and positions. In General, wher 

=person happy with themselves, this is evident in the esteem as a consequence of the h ;:-assessment of the existing most important, in her opinion, the qualities thaf are necessary i:-
overall development of personality. The motive of self-esteem is "a personal human neec =make experience maximum positive and minimum negative samostalni" [2, 169]. lt is worth noi-,1
that high self-esteem does not come into the number of synonymous with 

"rrogin.", 
haughtine*

or conceit, self-esteem is believing in yourself, your own strength and the JUitity to chlnge :,-
234
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eradicate its faults, provides the person confidence and independence. Negative is the low self-

esteem, because a person experiences the feeling of inferiority, nedostajes, extremely particular

u.rlnerability and sensitivity to everything that relates to her self-esteem, sensitive to criticism and

painfully the negative opinion of 
-outsiders. 

Such a state brings an individual into the crisis

situatioh of impoisibility of realization of the process of education, especially of self-education.

tne aititude, the sense of "1" manifested in feelings of self-estqem, respect and is

reflected in adequate emotional evaluation of personal characleristics. However, it should be

noted that the true meaning and the validity of the feeling personality in relation to itself acquires

rf,ren they are transferred lccordingly and to others. "lt is impossible to truly respect yourself, if

$ere is no sense of respect for others" [1 , 181].
The process oi experiencing joy integrates concentrated inexhaustible potency that

hcrease an individual's ability to understand the nature of beauty and goodness in their own lives

and their people. After all, the feeling of joy of life, "often even a small joy of overcoming and

repression give birth to strength and perieverance. Strengthening the suppression deprives of

oourage, rale pbasures lose their effect because the suppression of the spirit and exceed

ess: character is determined by those impressions, which are stronger and which

-

inated" [11, 169]. By its nature, the joy manifested after the most spectral of socially

rnt and ireative ictions, which determine the semantic orientation of the high morality of

individual, since the goal was not receive benefit. lt is in the process of direct experience of

for themselves as repiesentative of a nation or other community member, the person acquires

value of samostalna as confidence, significance and solidity of the achievements of the

ple with whom he identifies himself, which gives it a feeling of ability to overcome challenges

uiOualty and collectively. When you experience joy increases sensitivity and provides social
.action related to meeting morai and spiritual needs. Also re the joy increases resistance to

experience of failure, inCreases ability to achieve more complex goals of the nation and the

ridual in particular, and at the same time has the ability to soothe and relieve mental stress,

, stress, anger [1, 194-196]. lt is the experience of joy arising from the maximum moral effort

the individuJl aiming to achieve the highest degree of development and self-actualization,

engthen the procesJ of national self-awareness of personality and give€*cUnfidence in their

n, makes her more compassionate and capable of altruistic behavior.
National dignity in the most modern studies serves as a sufficient level of self-esteem,

reness of own values and values of its people, is based on adequate self-assessment of

specific community. National dignity is considered as the feelings that underlie social

tgical phenomena, which are accumulated: self-esteem; a recognition of the historical

ntriOutions of the nation; the high evaluation of one's own national cultural values, in particular

he native language. National pride is the primary source of creative activity and inspiration that

urishes tfre noOitity of feelings in connection with achievement of material and spiritual culture

his people, his national identity and the world of human creativity. Supporting or rooting for

in hisiorical mistakes and shortcomings, facts, events and phenomena in the historical past

present of its people, the personality with the formed national dignity will not be. indifferent to

i people, to socieiy and to the state, to other Nations. The sense of national dignity plays a

ng feature of motivation to form a community of people feeling the constant commitment of

ral affirmation and national self-development to establish oneself as a worthy and equal

, to occupy a prominent place among leading countries of the world. The idea of national

is inextiicably linked with the nationai revival and self-determination, national

ndence and unity, it is based on ancient traditions, customs, language, wisdom of the

, faith in its future, good-neighborliness with other Nations, national courage and patience,

national honor, the pulsuit of knowledge and education. Based on the positive feelings of

nity and pride for their nation, its history to develop a sense of national pride. Through the

)z

1.

:e

lizition of self-worth a person understands their value, determine their significance in society.
platonov notes that an important element of psychological peculiaritim of personality are

feeling and sentiment, namely: commitment to nationalvalues, values [12].
235
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Thus, the feeling of love for his country and people, a person's realization of belonging to
a nation is manifested in the understanding of common interests, national culture and language
and is based on adequate positive national self-identity. lt should be noted that the level of
development of the self determines the behavior of the individual in respect to both its own
people and other Nations. In the national self-assessment reflects the value relation of the
individual to its abilities and qualities as a member of the community and the possibility of
influencing the course of history of his people and the significance of the influence of the nation
on global developni"ent. Members of the national community represent the most valuable asset of
nation and their interests in the first place last must defend and protect for the common goal they
are jointly working to realize their potentialities, proud history and contribution to world culture,
create the future of their nation. When a person is not able to think positively about their own
national identity, it fills the feeling of inferiority, guilt for the "inferiority" of the people,'because she
did not disclose for national potential and opportunities, has not taken the values of the people,
which in turn affect the General condition, depression, meekness, humility possess the person.
Such processes are harmful for the individual and for the nation as a whole, because under the
influence of low national self-esteem her representative if possible refuse of belonging to their
nation, is inert, passive, does not seek to change the situation to succeed, both individual and
collective. This feeling of inferiority can be transformed to the General state of the nation,
humiliating national dignity, which creates conditions for weak governance the human community.
Humiliation of national dignity is accompanied by an extremely vulnerable impact on personal
dignity, which is reflected in the negative relation of personality to yourself, and there was a trend
towards interpersonal destructive behaviour. The feeling of inferiority is dangerous because even
though most conscious Ukrainians, feel that without the help of others can neither live nor fight,
and this creates the illusion of liberators, peacekeepers. For many years suppressed the
contribution of Ukrainians to the progress of science, technology and culture. Was considered
and quite often on the modern stage dominated by the view that the Ukrainians has for what and
for whom to be proud, and later this state became the self-flagellation, snapappliance and
political apathy regarding the upholding of national interests. Chronic condition of servile nation is
doomed to intellectual impoverishment and focused on the past, not the future. lt is only in the
past were of victoryJreedom and independence, victory and heroism, moments of glory ... Also
there were attempts to deprive the people of historical memory, to rewrite history, to break the
spirit, to bleed the nation, and replacements to recognize and bow down before a stranger in awe
and love, so his forced xenophilia. Characteristic was the silence of the achievements, events,
developments or Ukrainian talent was to serve for the benefit of another, a stranger,, which led to
the emergence of "secondary culture". The challenges facing the current generation, is to etch a
complex of national inferiority and to move away from devel adryanna past events of history and
moving on to the issues of creation of the future national self-assertion [13, 133]. In national self-
affirmation concentrated a powerful force the whole community to overcome historical
stereotypes by joint efforts. lt should be noted that when a person is convinced of the importance
and value of his nation, knows historical and contemporary value of the contribution of the
achievements of her people in world culture boasts well-known representatives of the nation,
respects and seeks to imitate them, then the formation of adequately high national self-esteem is
expressed in the desire of national affirmation: the world contribute to the development of their
national traditions, language, material and spiritual culture; the willingness to defend their national
pride, freedom, sovereignty and independence of the Ukrainian state and nation.

Summarizing, we note that in the inner world of the personality integrated a wide range of
emotional experiences. The most powerful emotion, which contains huge potential of the
personality, is an experience of joy. lt experiences joy as a result of success is determinant in the
formation of spiritually-moral personality with the steady pursuit of national self-assertion. Thus,
given the specificity of emotional experiences of happiness and altruistic nature of moral action
and of an image "1" of the personality, is to use it to create the necessary conditions for positive
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powerful experiences, leveraging all the
affirmation.

potential of personality in the irrocess of national
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